Associations of endogenous markers of kidney function with outcomes: more and less than glomerular filtration rate.
As alternative markers of kidney function are investigated for clinical and research use, understanding their specific associations with outcomes, independent of glomerular filtration rate (GFR), becomes critical. Recent large meta-analyses have defined the relationship between GFR estimated by serum creatinine and a variety of outcomes, and numerous studies have found that cystatin C predicts outcomes more strongly than does serum creatinine. Similarly improved prediction has been found recently for novel markers, beta trace protein and beta-2 microglobulin. Only a few studies of individuals with chronic kidney disease have compared these associations between markers of kidney function to directly measured GFR. These studies have found associations between these markers and mortality, cardiovascular outcomes and kidney failure that are independent of directly measured GFR. Novel markers of kidney function may help in diagnosis, clinical management and research in chronic kidney disease (CKD). Understanding the non-GFR determinants of specific markers and relationships of markers to risk of outcomes is necessary to make these advances.